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 Address challenges to trans‐ and interdisciplinary
research from two diverse perspectives: UC Davis
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Optimization

 Insights from year‐long internal UC Davis process
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Elucidate, explain & predict regularities
within and across physical, biological,
social, and technological “complex
adaptive systems”

Dedicated to generation, advancement,
dissemination and application of knowledge to
advancing the human condition throughout the
California community and around the world
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Santa Fe Institute (SFI)
https://www.santafe.edu/
• Independent research institute founded in 1984 [501(c)(3)]
• Non‐degree granting
• World headquarters for complexity science
Humanities
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Santa Fe Institute (SFI)
https://www.santafe.edu/
•

Main “Cowan campus”: ~35 staff, ~25 resident scientists

•

Creative novel collision among people & ideas

•

Primarily a visiting institution

•

Global network: ~110 external faculty & 25 science board
members

•

Engagement with global academic science community
Students

Interested
public

Decision
makers

•

Annually: 50‐60 meetings, 100 seminars/colloquia, 1500 meeting
participants & visitors (1 hour to 1 year)

•

“Miller campus” – anticipated completion in 2019
InterPlanetary Project
SFI Press
Applied Complexity Network (ACtioN) offices
Workspaces & small events
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University of California, Davis
http://www.ucdavis.edu
•

Comprehensive public land‐grant tier‐one research university

•

First courses offered in 1908
Undergraduate Colleges
102 academic
departments

Agricultural &
Environmental
Sciences

Biology

Engineering

Letters & Science
(math/physical sciences,
humanities, arts, social sciences)

96 interdisciplinary graduate groups & programs (Master’s and PhD)
Professional Schools

Education

Law

Management

Medicine

Nursing

Veterinary
Medicine
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University of California, Davis
http://www.ucdavis.edu
•
•
•

Largest UC campus (5,300 acres)
Main campus – Davis; health system ‐ Sacramento
People footprint
>38,000 students

4,736 faculty/academics

17,232 staff

250,000 living alumni

1st in the world
• Sustainability (GreenMetric)
• Veterinary science (QS)
• Agricultural economics & policy (Center for World University Rankings)
• Plant & animal programs (U.S. News & World Report)
• Minority graduate degrees in biological/biomedical sciences (Diverse
Issues in Higher Education)

•

Best value for women in STEM (Forbes)

1st in nation and 2nd in the world for agriculture (Q.S., U.S. News & World Report)
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Roadblocks in common
Geographic dispersion & local vs. extended networks

Northern California
Proximity to San Francisco,
Sacramento, Silicon Valley,
Napa Valley
12‐mile “causeway divide”
Multiple statewide remote
research facilities

Easy travel to/from Albuquerque
Escape traditional academic settings
Collaboration between resident and
non‐local researchers
Vast global network
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Roadblocks in common
• Language & training gaps: bridging differences across disciplines & expertise
• Connect global networks of collaborators, external faculty, alumni
• Academic evaluation processes tend to be disciplinary (“traditional”)
• Dynamic funding landscape (different scales)

•
•
•

UC Davis
$783M total research revenue in 2016‐17
~$250M annual philanthropic funding (not all
research related)
Endowment fund reached $1B in 2015

•

•

Santa Fe Institute
Annual $11M budget via federal & foundation
grants to individuals & institution (e.g. NSF, James S.
McDonnell Foundation) & philanthropy
Grow endowment for stable pursuit of core mission
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Addressing challenges to trans- & interdisciplinary research
Bottom‐up approach
Mission‐driven
organizational response
to disciplinary barriers

Deliberate creation
of structures to
catalyze activities

• Caves & Commons architecture

• Grand Challenges: mission‐driven team research

• Minimize bureaucracy

• Interdisciplinary Research Catalyst

• Limit local size

• Dedicated research development staff

• Avoid traditional “bean counting” evaluation

• Interdisciplinary research units
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UC Davis Grand Challenges Program
$15M ARRA reinvestment

$10.8M awarded over 3 years
13 teams | 8 schools & colleges | 90 faculty
400+ publications | 15 records of invention
$105M extramural funding received

$3.6M awarded over 3 years
7 teams | 9 schools & colleges | 56 faculty
400+ publications | 95 workshops
$10.6M extramural funding received

Data range: October 2012 - April 2016

Data range: October 2013 – January 2017
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UC Davis Joint Task Force on Research Units - overview

Administration

Faculty

Existing
support
structures &
policies

* Ability to carry out mission,
stable resources, create impact

1) Identify key factors for research unit success*
2) Recommend guiding principles for campus research
units & strengthening interdisciplinary interactions
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UC Davis Joint Task Force on Research Units - process
November 2016 – December 2017
Final report
15 representatives
(Deans, budget & finance, center
directors, faculty, Office of Research)

Develop
recommendations

Co‐chairs Paul Dodd & Janet Foley

Revise & condense
recommendations

Survey range of
research units &
identify concerns
Analyze existing
structures, policies &
practices

Identify
stakeholders

Stakeholder consultation (ongoing)
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UC Davis Joint Task Force on Research Units - stakeholders
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Joint task force key recommendations
Merit & promotion
process

Charter
Written agreement template
• Formalize expectations &
responsibilities
• Clarify relationships with
key stakeholders

Advance discussions on recognition
of faculty & staff contributions to
interdisciplinary research activities

Consistency
• Research unit policy
development working group
• Consider comprehensive
categorization scheme

Ensure vibrant research enterprise persists
Research unit
portfolio
Regular campus level review process

Onboarding
Transparent, formal process for establishment
& support of new research units
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Co‐equal goals

Dialogue

Diversity
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Key factors for success of transdisciplinary research teams
• Avoid development of silos and non‐interactive research while respecting context of each
discipline
• Evaluate performance beyond bean‐counting (or make sure they’re the right beans)
• Framework: In‐person interaction & appropriate environment
• Breadth & resource (funding) stability
• Develop successful models which evolve and respond in an agile fashion

Identify boundary
conditions

Design new
approaches

Bespoke examples
inform
transformations in
legacy institutions
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Thank you, SciTS!
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